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Abstract
We present external memory data structures for efficiently answering range-aggregate queries. The
range-aggregate problem is defined as follows: Given a set of weighted points in Rd , compute the aggregate of the weights of the points that lie inside a d-dimensional orthogonal query rectangle. The
aggregates we consider in this paper include COUNT, SUM, and MAX. First, we develop a structure for
answering two-dimensional range-COUNT queries that uses O(N/B) disk blocks and answers a query
in O(logB N ) I/Os, where N is the number of input points and B is the disk block size. The structure
can be extended to obtain a near-linear-size structure for answering range-SUM queries using O(logB N )
I/Os, and a linear-size structure for answering range-MAX queries in O(log2B N ) I/Os. Our structures
can be made dynamic and extended to higher dimensions.

1 Introduction
Range searching and its variants have been studied extensively in the computational geometry and database
communities because of their many important applications. Range-aggregate queries, such as range-COUNT,
SUM and MAX , are some of the most commonly used versions of range searching in database applications.
Since many such applications involve massive amounts of data stored in external memory, it is important
to consider external memory (or I/O-efficient) structures for fundamental range-searching problems. In this
paper, we develop an external memory data structure for answering orthogonal range-COUNT, SUM and
MAX queries. Note that from these we automatically get some other aggregates like AVE and MIN .
Problem statement. In the range-aggregate problem, we are given a set P of N points in Rd where each
point p is assigned a weight w(p), and we wish to build a data structure so that for an axis parallel query
hyper-rectangle Q in Rd , we can compute AGGR {w(p) | p ∈ Q} efficiently, where AGGR is some aggregate
function, for example COUNT1 , SUM , or MAX, and we call the corresponding queries range-COUNT, rangeSUM , and range-MAX queries, respectively.
We work in the external memory model [2]. In this model, the main memory holds M words and each
disk access (or I/O) transmits a continuous block of B words between main memory and disk. We assume
∗
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Note that COUNT is a special case of SUM where w(p) = 1 for all p.
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that M ≥ B 2 and each machine word has Θ(log2 N ) bits. Our structures will rely on these assumptions so
that we can pack things compactly in order to reduce the space cost. We measure the efficiency of a data
structure in terms of the amount of disk space it uses (measured in number of disk blocks) and the number
of I/Os required to answer a query or perform an update. We will focus on data structures that use linear or
near linear space, that is, use close to n = ⌈N/B⌉ disk blocks.
Related work. There has been a lot of work in both the computational geometry and the spatial database
community on designing data structures for answering range-aggregate queries. In internal memory, a well
known data structure is the range tree [5], which uses O(N log2 N ) space and can answer a range-aggregate
query in O(log2 N ) time. The best results until today were obtained by Chazelle [6], who exploited that
fact a RAM word can store log2 N bits, and reduced the space of the range tree to O(N ) by packing
bits into words. His basic structure, called the compressed range-tree, answers a range-COUNT query in
O(log2 N ) time. His structure can be augmented to support range-MAX queries in O(log1+ǫ
N ) time. In the
2
dynamic case where points can be inserted or deleted, the query time and update time are both O(log22 N )
for the range-COUNT structure, and O(log32 N log2 log2 N ) for the range-MAX structure. Refer to [6] and
the survey by Agarwal and Erickson [1] for additional results on range-aggregation in internal memory.
In the external setting, one-dimensional range-aggregate queries can be answered in O(logB n) I/Os
using a standard B-tree [9]. The structure can easily be updated using O(logB n) I/Os. For two or higher
dimensions, however, no efficient linear-size structure is known. In the two-dimensional case, the kdBtree [17], cross-tree [11], and O-tree [14], designed for general range searching, can be modified to answer
√
range-aggregate queries in O( n) I/Os. All of them use linear space. The cross-tree [11] and the O-tree [14]
can also be updated in O(logB n) I/Os. The R-tree [12], designed for storing both points and rectangles, is
often used in practice, but no worst-case bound on range-aggregate queries is known for R-trees. There are
several super-liner sized structures, for example the aP-tree of Tao et al. [18] and the MVSB-tree of Zhang
et al. [20], both of which use O(n logB n) disk blocks and answer a range-aggregate query in O(logB n)
I/Os. Refer to recent surveys [3, 10, 15] for additional results in external memory.
Our results. The structures developed in this paper can be seen as the external versions of the data structures of Chazelle [6].
In Section 2 we describe the basic structure of the Compressed Range B-tree (or CRB-tree), which can
be used for answering two-dimensional range-COUNT queries. It uses O(n) disk blocks, answers a query
in O(logB n) I/Os, and can be built in O(n logB n) I/Os. In Section 3 and 4, we show how to augment
the basic CRB-tree to support range-SUM and range-MAX queries. Specifically, our range-SUM
P structure
answers queries in O(logB n) I/Os using O(n logB ((W log2 W )/N )) disk blocks, where W = p∈S w(p)
is the total weight of the input points. This improves upon the result in [18] when the total weights of the
points is O(N ). Note that W can be as large as O(N c ) for constant c > 1, in which case our solution
achieves the same bounds as the earlier result. Our range-MAX structure uses O(n) space and answers
range-MAX queries in O(log2B n) I/Os, and these bounds do not depend on W . All these structures can be
constructed I/O-efficiently. The results are summarized in Table 1.
Section 5 presents several extensions. We show how to apply the external logarithmic method [4] in
our setting and make the structures dynamic. This brings an extra O(logB n) factor to the query bound and
maintains the space bound (or increases by an O(logB logB n) factor in the range-MAX case). The detailed
results are listed in Table 2. Finally, using standard techniques our results can be extended to d dimensions,
by paying an extra O(logB n) factor to the space, query and update bounds for each dimension above two.
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Problem
range-COUNT
range-SUM
range-MAX

Space
n
n logB ((W log2 W )/N ))
n

Query
logB n
logB n
log2B n

Construction
n logB n
n logB ((W log2 W )/N )) logB n
n logB n

Table 1: Asymptotic bounds of the two-dimensional CRB-tree in the static case.
Problem
range-COUNT
range-SUM
range-MAX

Space
n
n logB ((W log2 W )/N ))
n logB logB n

Query
log2B n
log2B n
log3B n

Update
log2B n
logB ((W log2 W )/N )) log2B n
Insert: log2B n logM/B logB n
Delete: log2B n

Table 2: Asymptotic bounds of the two-dimensional CRB-tree in the dynamic case.

2 Range-COUNT Queries
In this section, we describe the basic structure of the CRB-tree, which can be used to answer twodimensional range-COUNT queries.
The overall structure. Let P denote the set of N points in the plane. Without loss of generality, we
assume that the coordinates of the points of P are all distinct. A CRB-tree consists of two parts. The first
is simply a B-tree Φ on the y-coordinates of the N points in P . It uses O(n) blocks and can be constructed
in O(n logB n) I/Os. To construct the second part, we first build a base B-tree T on the x-coordinates of
P . For each node v of T , let Pv = {p1 , p2 , . . . } be the sequence of points stored in the subtree rooted at
v, sorted by their y-coordinates. Set Nv = |Pv | and nv = Nv /B. With each node v we associate a vertical
slab σv containing Pv . If v1 , v2 , . . . , vB are the children of v, then σS
v1 , . . . , σvB partition σv into B slabs
(Figure 1 (i)). For 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ B, we refer to the slab σv [i : j] = jl=i σvl as a multi-slab. Each leaf z
of T stores Θ(B) points in Pz using one disk block. Each internal node v stores a secondary structure Cv
requiring O(nv / logB n) blocks. Since the height of T is O(logB n), we have that Σv∈T nv = O(n logB n),
therefore the overall structure will use a total of O(n) blocks. For any y-value y0 , let ρv (y0 ) denote the
number of points in Pv whose y-coordinates are not larger than y0 . We also write ρv (p) as a shorthand for
ρv (p’s y-coordinate), and ρv (p) is often called the rank of p in Pv . We will construct Cv such that, given
ρv (y0 ) for any y0 , it can be used to determine ρvi (y0 ) for all children vi of v using a constant number of
I/Os. Below we first describe how to use the Cv ’s to answer a range-COUNT query in O(logB n) I/Os, then
we describe their implementation.
Answering a range-COUNT query. Let Q = [x1 , x2 ] × [y1 , y2 ] be a query rectangle. For ease of presentation we assume that no points in P has y-coordinate y1 or y2 . We wish to compute |P ∩ Q|. Let z1 (resp.
z2 ) be the leaf of T such that σz1 (resp. σz2 ) contains (x1 , y1 ) (resp. (x2 , y2 )). Let ξ be the nearest common
ancestor of z1 and z2 . Then P ∩ Q = Pξ ∩ Q, and therefore it suffices to compute |Pξ ∩ Q|.
To answer the query we visit the nodes on the paths from the root to z1 and z2 in a top-down manner.
For any internal node v on the path from ξ to z1 (resp. z2 ), let lv (resp. rv ) be the index of the child of v
such that (x1 , y1 ) ∈ σlv (resp. (x2 , y2 ) ∈ σrv ), and let Σv be the widest multi-slab at v whose x-span is
contained in [x1 , x2 ]. Note that Σv = σv [lv + 1 : rv − 1] when v = ξ (Figure 1(i)), and that for any other
3

node v on the path from ξ to z1 (resp. z2 ), Σv = σv [lv + 1 : B] (resp. Σv = σv [1 : rv − 1]). At each such
node v, we compute
X
(ρvi (y2 ) − ρvi (y1 )).
(1)
|Pv ∩ Σv ∩ Q| =
σvi ⊂Σv

If v is the leaf z1 or z2 , we simply scan all the points of Pv and compute |Pv ∩ Q|. The answer to Q is then
the sum of all these quantities. When v is the root of T , ρv (y1 ) and ρv (y2 ) can be obtained from the B-tree
Φ in O(logB n) I/Os. Once we have ρv (y1 ) and ρv (y2 ), using Cv we can compute in O(1) I/Os ρvi (y1 ) and
ρvi (y2 ) for all the children vi of v, which in turn can be used to obtain the partial count of (1). Thus, since
we use O(logB n) I/Os in the root of T and O(1) I/Os in each node along the two paths of T from the root
to z1 and z2 , the overall cost to answer a query is O(logB n) I/Os.
The secondary structure Cv . The secondary structure Cv in a node v of T is used to compute ρvi (y0 )
from ρv (y0 ) for all the children vi of v. A naive way to implement Cv is to maintain an array that stores
the rank ρvi (pj ), for each point pj ∈ Pv and each of v’s children vi , i.e., how many points among the first
j points of Pv belong to the slab σvi . Using these “prefix counts”, we can determine in one I/O the ranks
ρvi (y0 ) given ρv (y0 ). However, storing these prefix counts requires O(Nv ) disk blocks, which is far more
than the allowed bound of O(nv /(logB n)). Therefore we adopt the following two-level structure2 , which
is the external version of the one in [6]. Roughly speaking, we partition Pv into consecutive chunks and
compute the prefix counts only at the “chunk level”, i.e., for the lth chunk and for each child vi of v, we
store the number of points in the first l chunks that belong to σvi . Let the predecessor of y0 in Pv belong to
the kth chunk of Pv . The desired rank ρvi (y0 ) is then the sum of the “prefix count” till the (k − 1)th chunk
2

This two-level directory idea first appeared in [6], and was later also used in designing succinct rank/select data structures
[8, 13].
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Figure 1: CRB-tree for a set of N = 16 points.
(i) The point set P is partitioned into four slabs and two chunks. (ii) B-tree Φ on the y-coordinates of P .
(iii) B-tree T on the x-coordinates of P ; B = 4 and each leaf stores 2 points of P . (iv) Secondary structure
stored at each internal node of T with µ = 8; since each child of the root stores 4 (< 8) points, no entries
are stored in the PC array at those nodes. P Cv [1, j] (resp. P Cv [2, j]) is k if k points among the first 8 (resp.
16) points of P are stored in the slab σvj .
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and the number of points within the kth chunk that belong to σvi and whose y-coordinates are less than y0 .
We preprocess each chunk separately so that we can compute the latter count using O(1) I/Os.
More precisely, Cv consists of two arrays — a child index array CIv and a prefix count array P Cv .
We regard the child index array CIv as a one-dimensional array with a (log2 B)-bit entry for each of the
Nv points in Pv . CIv [i] simply stores the index bi of the slab of v in which the ith point pi of Pv stays.
(For example, in Figure 1 (iv), CIv [3] = 1 since the third point in Pv belongs to the slab σv1 .) Since
1 ≤ bi ≤ B, log2 B bits are enough to represent bi . CIv requires Nv log2 B bits and thus can be stored
using NBv log2 B/(log2 N ) = nv / logB N blocks. Next, let µ = B logB N and r = Nv /µ. (Note that µ
entries of CIv fit in one block.) We partition Pv into s = ⌈Nv /µ⌉ chunks C1 , . . . , Cs , each (except possibly
the last one) of size µ. More precisely, Ci = {p ∈ Pv | ρv (p) ∈ [(i − 1)µ + 1, iµ]}. (For example the
16 points in Figure 1(i) are partitioned into 2 chunks of size 8.) We store the prefix sum at the chunk level
in the prefix count array P Cv . We regard P Cv as a two-dimensional array with r rows and B columns,
with each entry storing one word (that is, log2 N bits). For 1 ≤ i ≤ r and 1 ≤ j ≤ B, P Cv [i, j] stores
ρvj (piµ ), i.e., the number of points in σvj that are below (or the same as) the highest point in chunk Ci . (For
example, in Figure 1(iv), µ = 8 and P Cv [1, 1] = 2 since among the first 8 points of Pv , only 2 points belong
to σv1 .) P Cv requires rB = Nv / logB N words, or O(nv / logB n) blocks. Hence Cv can be stored using
O(nv / logB n) disk blocks, which means that the overall space of the CRB-tree is O(n).
All that remains is to describe the procedure for computing ρv1 (y0 ), . . . , ρvB (y0 ) given ρv (y0 ) in O(1)
I/Os. Suppose ρv (y0 ) = µa + c for a ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ c < µ. Then
ρvj (y0 ) = |{k | k ≤ ρv (y0 ) and CIv [k] = j}|

= P Cv [a, j] + |{k | µa < k ≤ ρv (y0 ) and CIv [k] = j}|,

for j = 1, . . . , B.

Thus the only two blocks we need to access are the two storing P Cv [a, 1], . . . , P Cv [a, B] and CIv [µa +
1], . . . , CIv [ρv (y0 )], respectively, and this completes the description of Cv .
Constructing a CRB-tree. A CRB-tree can be constructed efficiently bottom-up, level by level. We
construct the leaves of T using O(n logM/B n) I/Os by sorting the points in P by their x-coordinates [2].
We then sort the points stored at each leaf v by their y-coordinates to get Pv . Below we describe how we
construct all nodes and secondary structures at level i of T , given that we have already constructed the nodes
at level i + 1.
We construct a level i node v and its secondary secondary structure Cv as follows: We first compute Pv
(sorted by the y-coordinates) by merging Pv1 , . . . , PvB together. Since M > B 2 , the internal memory can
hold a block from each Pvi at the same time. This means that we can compute Pv using a single scan through
the Pvi ’s, i.e., in O(nv ) I/Os. Recall that CIv [i] contains the index of the slab containing pi . These indices
can be easily obtained during the same scan as we merge Pv1 , ·, PvB together to get Pv . Since P Cv [i, j]
contains the number of points among the first iµ points in Pv that belong to σvj , we can also construct P Cv
in a single scan through CIv as follows: We compute P Cv [i, j] while scanning the points p(i−1)µ+1 , . . . , piµ .
We maintain P Cv [i, 1], . . . , P Cv [i, B] in internal memory as i goes from 1 to Nv /µ. If i = 1, we initialize
P Cv [i, j] = 0, otherwise we initially set P Cv [i, j] = P Cv [i − 1, j]. If we are currently scanning pk and
CIv [k] = j we increment P Cv [i, j]. After we have scanned piµ , we store P Cv [i, 1], . . . , P Cv [i, B − 1] in
one block on disk.
Since the number of I/Os used to construct a level i node v and its secondary structure Cv is O(nv ),
the total number of I/Os used to build level i of T is O(n). Thus we can construct the CRB-Tree using
O(n logB n) I/Os in total.
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Theorem 1 A set of N points in R2 can be stored in a linear-size structure using O(n logB n) I/Os such
that a range-COUNT query can be answered in O(logB n) I/Os.
Remark 1 Note that the fanout of the B-tree T does not have to be B, it can be B c for any constant
0 < c√< 1 and Theorem 1 still holds. In Section 4 we will make use of this property and choose the fanout
to be B for our range-MAX structure.

3 Range-SUM Queries
In this section we discuss how to extend the CRB-tree to answer range-SUM queries in the plane. Let P
be a set of N points in R2 , and let w : P → Z be the weight function. If the weight of each point can be
stored using O(1) bits, then we can easily modify the CRB-tree by storing the weights in an additional array
similar to CI and storing the prefix sum of the weights in another array
P similar to P C. So we focus on the
case in which the weights of the points vary considerably. Set W = p∈P w(p). We extend the CRB-tree
by storing four arrays Wv , CWv , Lv , and CLv in addition to the secondary structure Cv at each internal node
v of the base B-tree T . We store w(pi ) for all pi ∈ Pv in the array Wv , using log2 (w(pi )) bits each, as a
continuous sequence of bits. Wv then plays the role
Qof CIv . All
 the Wv arrays on one level of the base
P
N = N log (W/N ) bits,
tree T requires at most p∈P log2 (w(p)) = log2
2
p∈P w(p) ≤ log 2 (W/N )
so the space occupied by all the Wv arrays is O(N log2 (W/B) logB n/(B log2 N )) = O(n logB (W/N ))
disk blocks.
Since Wv is stored as a packed array, we use two additional arrays Lv and CLv to determine the position in Wv that stores the leftmost bit of w(pi ), for any given i ≤ Nv . Lv is an array of length Nv ,
each entry composed of log2 log2 W bits. Lv [i] stores the value of log2 (w(pi )), which needs at most
log2 log2 W bits. The size of Lv is thus O(nv log2 log2 W/ log2 N ) disk blocks. CLv stores the prefix sums of Lv at the “block level”, i.e., it has Nv /β entries
P where β = B log2 N/ log 2 log2 W , and
each entry is one word long.
P Lv [k] stores the prefix sum i≤kβ log2 w(pi ), which can always be repre= O(log2 N ) bits. Thus, using Lv and CLv , the position
sented with at most log2
p∈P log 2 (wp )
of the leftmost bit of wi in Wv , for any i ≤ Nv , can be computed in O(1) I/Os. The size of CLv is
O((Nv log2 N )/(βB log2 N )) = O( nBv log2 log2 W/ log2 N ) blocks. So the overall size of all the Lv and
CLv arrays is O(n log2 log2 W/ log2 N · logB n) = O(n logB log2 W ) disk blocks.
Finally, CWv stores prefix sum of the weights in Wv at the block level for each slab σvj , similar to
P Cv , such that for any i ≤ Nv , one can compute the sum of the weights of the points in {p1 , . . . , pi } ∩
Σv in O(1) I/Os. Since any prefix sum of the weights takes O(log2 W ) = O(log2 N ) bits, the size of
CWv is O(n logB (W/N )) · B log2 N/(B log2 N ) = O(n logB (W/N )) blocks. Therefore, the total size
of all the additional arrays that we add to the basic CRB-tree is O(n(logB (W/N ) + logB log2 W )) =
O(n logB ((W log2 W )/N )) blocks.
The construction and query procedures are essentially the same as those of the basic CRB-tree described
in Section 2, and we conclude with the following.
P
Theorem 2 Let P be a set of N points in R2 , let w : P → Z be a weight function, and let W = N
i=1 wi .
We can build a structure in O(n logB ((W log2 W )/N ) logB n) I/Os that uses O(n logB ((W log2 W )/N ))
disk blocks such that a range-SUM query can be answered using O(logB n) I/Os. If the weight of each point
requires O(1) bits, then the space and construction bounds are O(n) and O(n logB n), respectively.
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4 Range-MAX Queries
Both our range-COUNT and range-SUM structures depend heavily on the ability to perform subtractions on
the partial aggregates. However, we do not have this possibility any more when the aggregation is MAX.
In this section, we show how to augment our basic CRB-tree
√ of Section 2 to support range-MAX√queries.
We first decrease the fanout of the B-tree T from B to B; note that this way we only have B slabs
and O(B) multi-slabs at each node v. Next, we attach a secondary structure Mv of size O(nv / logB n)
to each internal node v of T , in addition to Cv . For any rank range [ρ1 , ρ2 ], the new secondary structure
Mv can be used to compute max{w(p) | p ∈ σv [i : j], ρ1 ≤ ρv (p) ≤ ρ2 } for any multi-slab σv [i : j]
of v in O(logB n) I/Os. Let Q = [x1 , x2 ] × [y1 , y2 ] be a query rectangle. To answer a range-MAX query,
we follow the same procedure as a range-COUNT query, and visit O(logB n) nodes along two root-to-leaf
paths of T . Since we now have ρv (y1 ) and ρv (y2 ) for every node v visited, we can query Mv with the rank
range [ρv (y1 ) + 1, ρv (y2 )] and the multi-slab Σv (recall that Σv is the widest multi-slab whose x-span is
contained in [x1 , x2 ]; refer to Figure 2(i)). The answer to Q is then the maximum of these O(logB n) partial
maximums. Thus the overall query time will be O(log2B n) I/Os.
Because we need to store Mv compactly, Mv will only return the rank ρv (p) of the point p with the
maximum weight, instead of its real weight. In this case we need an extra step to find its actual weight in
another O(logB n) I/Os using Cv as follows: If v is a leaf, we examine all the points of Pv and return the
weight of the point whose rank is ρv (p). Otherwise, we use Cv to determine the slab σvj in which p resides
(using the CIv array), compute ρvj (p), the rank of p in the set Pvj , and continue the search recursively in
vj . We call this step the identification process.
The secondary structure Mv . As before, we first partition Pv into s = ⌈Nv /µ⌉ chunks C1 , . . . , Cs ,
each of size µ = B logB N . Next, we further partition each chunk Ci into minichunks of size B: Ci is
partitioned into mc 1 , . . . , mc νi , where νi = ⌈|Ci |/B⌉ and mc j ⊆ Ci is the sequence of points with ranks
(within Ci ) between (j − 1)B + 1 and jB. We say that a rank range [ρ1 , ρ2 ] spans a chunk (or a minichunk)
X if for all p ∈ X, ρv (p) ∈ [ρ1 , ρ2 ], and that X crosses a rank ρ if there are points p, q ∈ X such that
ρv (p) < ρ < ρv (q).
Mv consists of three data structures Ψ1v , Ψ2v , and Ψ3v . Ψ1v answers MAX queries at the “chunk level”,
2
Ψv answers MAX queries at the “minichunk level”, and Ψ3v answers MAX queries within a minichunk.
More precisely, let σv [i : j] be a multi-slab and [ρ1 , ρ2 ] be a rank range, if the chunks that
S are spanned by
[ρ1 , ρ2 ] are Ca , . . . , Cb , then we use Ψ1v to report the maximum weight of the points in bl=a Cl ∩ σv [i : j]
(Figure 2(ii)). We use Ψ2v , Ψ3v to report the the maximum weight of a point in Ca−1 ∩ σv [i : j], as follows.
If mc α , · · · , mc β are the minichunks of Ca−1 that are spanned by [ρ1 , ρ2 ], then we use Ψ2v to report the
S
maximum weight of the points in βl=α mc l ∩ σv [i : j]. Then we use Ψ3v to report the maximum weight
of the points that lie in the minichunks that cross ρ1 (Figure 2(iii)). The maximum weight of a point in in
Cb+1 ∩ σv [i : j] can be found similarly. Below we describe Ψ1v , Ψ2v and Ψ3v in detail and show how they can
be used to answer the relevant queries in O(logB n) I/Os.
Structure Ψ3v . Ψ3v consists of a small structure Ψ3v [l] for each minichunk mc l , 1 ≤ l ≤ Nv /B = nv . Since
we can only use O(nv / logB N ) space, we store logB N small structures together in O(1) blocks. For each
point p in mc l we store a pair (ξp , ωp ), where ξp is the index of the slab containing p, and ωp is the rank of
the weight of p among the points in mc l (i.e., ωp − 1 points in mc l have smaller weights than that of p).
Note that 0 ≤ ξp , ωp ≤ B, so we need O(log2 B) bits to store this pair. The set {(ξp , ωp ) | p ∈ mc l } is
stored in Ψ3v [l], sorted in increasing order of ρv (p)’s (their ranks in Pv ). Ψ3b [l] needs a total of O(B log2 B)
bits. Therefore logB N small structures use O(B log2 B logB N ) = O(B log2 N ) bits and fit in O(1) disk
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Figure 2: (i) Answering a query. (ii) Finding the max at the chunk level (using Ψ1v ). (iii) Finding the max at
the minichunk level (using Ψ2v ) and within a minichunk (using Ψ3v ).
blocks.
A query on Ψ3v is of the following form: Given a multi-slab σv [i : j], an interval [ρ1 , ρ2 ], and an integer
l ≤ nv , we wish to return the the maximum weight of a point in the set {p ∈ mc l | p ∈ σv [i : j], ρv (p) ∈
[ρ1 , ρ2 ]}. We first load the whole Ψ3v [l] structure into memory using O(1) I/Os. Since we know the ρv (a) of
the first point a ∈ mc l , we can compute in O(1) I/Os the contiguous subsequence of pairs (ξp , ωp ) in Ψ3v [l]
such that ρv (p) ∈ [ρ1 , ρ2 ]. Among these pairs we select the point q for which i ≤ ξq ≤ j (i.e., q lies in
the multi-slab σv [i : j]) and ωq has the largest value (i.e., q has the maximum weight among these points).
Since we know ρv [q], we use the identification process (the Cv structures) to determine, in O(logB N ) I/Os,
the actual weight of q.
Structure Ψ2v . Similar to Ψ3v , Ψ2v consists of a small structure Ψ2v [k] for each chunk Ck . Since there are
Nv /µ = nv / logB N chunks at v, we can use O(1) blocks for each Ψ2v [k].
Chunk Ck has νk ≤ logB N minichunks mc 1 , . . . , mc νk . For each multi-slab σv [i : j], we do the
following. For each l ≤ νk , we choose the point of the maximum weight in σ[i : j] ∩ mc l . Let Qkij
denote the resulting set of points. We construct a Cartesian tree [19] on Qkij with their weights as the key.
A Cartesian tree on a sequence of weights w1 , . . . , wνk is a binary tree with the maximum weight, say
wk , in the root and with w1 , . . . , wk−1 and wk+1 , . . . , wνk stored recursively in the left and right subtree,
respectively. This way, given a range of minichunks mc α , · · · , mc β in Ck , the maximal weight in these
minichunks is stored in the nearest common ancestor of wα and wβ . Conceptually, Ψ2v [k] consists of such a
Cartesian tree for each of the O(B) multi-slabs. However, we do not actually store the weights in a Cartesian
tree, but only an encoding of its structure. Thus we can not use it to find the actual maximal weight in a
range of minichunks, but only the index of the minichunk containing the maximal weight. It is well known
that the structure of a binary tree of size νk can be encoded using O(νk ) bits. Thus, we use O(logB N ) bits
to encode the Cartesian tree of each of the O(B) multi-slabs, for a total of O(B logB N ) bits, which again
fit in O(1) blocks.
Consider a multi-slab σv [i : j]. To find the maximal weight of the points in the minichunks of a chunk
Ck spanned by a rank range [ρ1 , ρ2 ], we load the relevant Cartesian tree using O(1) I/Os, and use it to
identify the minichunk l containing the maximum-weight point p. Then we use Ψ3v [l] to find the rank of p
in O(1) I/Os. Finally, we as previously use the identification process to identify the actual weight of p in
O(logB N ) I/Os.
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√
Structure Ψ1v . Ψ1v is a B-tree with fanout
B conceptually built on the s = nv / logB√N chunks
√
1
chunks, and stores for each of the B slabs in
C1 , . . . , Cs . Each leaf of Ψv corresponds to B contiguous
√
v, the point with the maximum weight in each of the B chunks. Thus
√a leaf stores O(B) points and fits in
O(1) blocks. Similarly, an internal node of√Ψ1v stores for each of the B slabs the point with the maximal
weight in each of the subtrees√rooted in its B children. Therefore an internal node also fits in O(1) blocks,
and Ψ1v uses O(nv /(log B N B)) = O(nv /(logB N ) blocks in total.
Consider a multi-slab σv [i : j]. To find the the maximum weight in chunks Ca , · · · , Cb spanned by a
rank range [ρ1 , ρ2 ], we visit the nodes on the paths from the root of Ψ1v to the leaves corresponding to Ca
and Cb . In each of these O(logB N ) nodes we consider the points contained in both multi-slab σv [i : j]
and one of the chunks Ca , · · · , Cb , and select the maximal weight point. This takes O(1) I/Os. Finally, we
select the maximum of the O(logB N ) weights.
Construction of Mv . The new secondary structures Mv that we attach to the basic CRB-tree can also be
built efficiently. Recall that if we can show that Mv can be built in O(nv ) I/Os, then the whole structure can
be built in O(n logB n) I/Os. First, Ψ1v is a B-tree built on top of the maximum weights of each chunk and
each slab. These weights can be computed by a scan of Pv and thus Ψ1v can be constructed in O(nv ) I/Os.
Since each minichunk has B points, we can easily compute the ranks of their weights for each minichunk
by a scan of Pv , so Ψ3v can also be constructed in O(nv ) I/Os.
Now we focus on the construction of Ψ2v , i.e., how to build and encode the Cartesian trees on the
minichunk level for each multi-slab inside each Ψ2v [k]. We are now facing the following problem: given
a = O(B) sequences of b = logB N weights each, w1,1 , . . . , w1,b ; w2,1 , . . . , w2,b ; . . . ; wa,1 , . . . , wa,b ,
where wi,j is the maximum weight of multi-slab i in mini-chunk j, we want to build and encode a Cartesian
tree for each of the sequence. These wi,j ’s can be computed with a scan of Pv , and we insert them as they
become available into the a partially constructed Cartesian trees. To insert wi,j into the i-th Cartesian tree
built on {wi,1 , . . . , wi,j−1 }, we only need to compare wi,j with the rightmost path bottom-up, until we reach
a node u whose weight is no less than wi,j . Then we make the right child of u the left child of wi,j , which
now becomes the right child of u. From this procedure we see that only the weights on the rightmost path
need to be maintained explicitly, while other nodes can be encoded as they leave the rightmost path. Since
the entire encoding of a Cartesian tree is O(logB N ) bits, we can always maintain all the encoded parts of
the trees in memory, while each of the rightmost paths is implemented as a stack, which might be partially
stored on disk. Since M > B 2 , we can have Ω(B) words for each stack to act as a buffer such that the O(b)
push and pop operations take O(b/B) I/Os for each stack, which amounts to a total of O(b) I/Os. Therefore,
we spend O(logB N ) I/Os to construct Ψ2v [k], and the total number of I/Os spent for constructing Ψ2v is
O((nv / logB N ) logB N ) = O(nv ).
In summary, we spend O(nv ) I/Os to construct each secondary structure at node v, so the total construction cost of our range-MAX structure is O(n logB n) I/Os.
Theorem 3 A set of N points in R2 can be stored in a linear-size structure such that a range-MAX query
can be answered in O(log2B n) I/Os. The structure can be constructed in O(n logB n) I/Os.
Remark 2 The query bound of our linear-sized range-MAX structure can be improved to O(log1+ǫ
B n),
1+ǫ
matching the internal memory bound of O(log2 N ) [6], by adding the following two ingredients. First,
we also use Cartesian trees to implement Ψ1v such that any range-MAX query for any multi-slab on the chunk
level can be answered in O(1) I/Os. Second, a technique of [6] can be deployed to speed up the identification
process from O(logB n) to O(logǫB n) I/Os, while maintaining linear space. However, we cannot construct
this structure efficiently and therefore cannot make it dynamic neither (Section 5).
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5 Extensions
In this section we discuss various extensions of the CRB-trees.
Dynamization. Since we can construct our static structures I/O-efficiently, it is rather straightforward to
use the external logarithmic method [4] to support insertions.
Lemma 1 (External logarithmic method [4]) Let D be a static structure of size O(S(n)), which can be
constructed in O(nC(n)) I/Os, such that queries can be answered in O(Q(n)) I/Os. Then there exists a
data structure D ′ of size O(S(n)) that answers queries in O(Q(n) logB n) I/Os, and supports insertions in
O(C(n) logB n) I/Os amortized.
It is also fairly easy to support deletions for the range-COUNT and range-SUM structures, where subtraction is allowed. When a point is deleted we insert it into another insert-only structure Z, which stores all
the deleted points so far. A range-COUNT/SUM query can be answered by subtracting the result of the same
query in Z from the answer obtained in the original structure. When we have collected N/2 deletions we
rebuild the whole structure. Therefore we have the following.
Theorem 4 A set of N points in R2 can be stored in a structure using O(n) disk blocks (resp.
O(n logB ((W log2 W )/N ) logB n) disk blocks), such that a range-COUNT (resp. range-SUM ) query can
be answered in O(log2B n) I/Os, and a point can be inserted or deleted in O(log2B n) amortized I/Os.
We need to do slightly more in order to support deletions for our range-MAX structure. We will only
delete the point from the Mv structures while leave the rest of the CRB-tree untouched. The deleted point
will remain in the tree as a “ghost” element (with a weight of −∞), until we perform a global rebuilding
when there are N/2 of them.
To delete p from a Mv structure we need to delete it from Ψ1v , Ψ2v , and Ψ3v . Since we cannot update a
Cartesian tree efficiently, which is the building block of Ψ2v , we modify the structure so that we no longer
partition each chunk Ck of Pv into minichunks (that is, we remove Ψ2v ). Instead we construct Ψ3v [k] directly
on the points in Ck . Note that this modification does not increase the query bound. Now we can delete p
from Mv in O(logB n) I/Os: We first delete p from Ψ3v by marking its weight rank ωp as −∞, and then
update Ψ1v if necessary. Recall that Ψ1v is a B-tree built on top of the maximums of each chunk for each slab.
It does not include all the points in Pv , so if the point deleted is not the one with the maximum weight in its
chunk-slab, then we are done with Mv . Otherwise, we scan through Ψ3v [k] to find out the new maximum
weight point, identify its weight, and then replace p in Ψ1v with this new point and update the maximums
stored in the internal nodes of Ψ1v bottom-up. This process takes a total of O(logB n) I/Os. Since we totally
update O(logB N ) secondary structures, the overall cost of a deletion is O(log2B N ) I/Os. However, since
|Ck | ≤ B logB N , Ψ3v [k] now uses O(logB logB n) blocks and the overall size of the structure becomes
O(n logB logB n) blocks. The construction cost becomes O(n logB n logM/B logB n) I/Os.
Theorem 5 A set of N points in R2 can be stored in a structure that uses O(n logB logB n) disk blocks
such that a range-MAX query can be answered in O(log3B n) I/Os. A point can be inserted or deleted in
O(log2B n logM/B logB n) and O(log2B n) I/Os amortized, respectively.
Extending to higher dimensions. All our static and dynamic structures can be extended to d dimensions
with an O(logd−2
B n) factor increase in the space, query and update bounds. We do so by constructing multilevel tree structures as follows. Let P be a set of N points in Rd , and set b = B 1/(2d−2) . Let us call our
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d-dimensional structure T d . It is a B-tree with fanout b, built on the xd -coordinates of P . Each internal
node v of T d is associated naturally with a subset Pv of P and stores a secondary structure T d−1 , which is a
(d − 1)-dimensional structure built on the projection of Pv onto the hyperplane xd = 0. The recursion stops
when we have built our 2D structure T 2 (with fanout b) in the x1 x2 -plane.
With each internal node v of T 2 , we associate a (d − 1) tuple (wd , wd−1 , . . . , w2 ) where w2 = v and
i
w is a node of T i to which T 2 is attached. For each point p ∈ Pv , and for 2 ≤ i ≤ d, let wai i be the child of
wi (in T i ) so that p ∈ Pwai ⊂ Pwi . We call (ad , . . . , a2 ) the child-index sequence of p. All points that have
i
the same child-index sequence form a hyper-slab, and adjacent hyper-slabs whose child-index sequences
fall in [ad , bd ] × [ad−1 , b√
d−1 ] × · · · × [a2 , b2 ] are called a hyper-multislab. Since all child indexes are less
d−1
than b, there are b
= B hyper-slabs and O(B) hyper-multislabs in each T 2 . By using hyper-slabs and
hyper-multislabs instead of slabs and multislabs, we can build the same structures as we described earlier.
A query Q = [α1 , β1 ] × · · · × [αd , βd ] in Rd is now answered as follows: The query procedure in T d
follows two paths to the leaves corresponding to αd and βd . For each node v on these paths, the procedure
recursively visits the (d − 1)-dimensional structure attached at v. When we reach a 2D structure T 2 , we
carry out the same query procedure as before. Only this time, at each internal node of T 2 , we answer a
range-aggregate query on the points whose x1 -coordinate falls between [α1 , β1 ] and (x2 , . . . , xd ) falls in a
hyper-multislab. This can be easily handled by our 2D structure.
Theorem 6 The results of Theorem 1–5 can be extended to d-dimension with an O(logd−2
B n) factor increase
in the space, query and update bounds, for any d > 2.

6 Final Remarks
We have presented a linear-size structure that supports range-COUNT queries in O(logB n) I/Os in the external memory model. This basic structure can be augmented to support various other range-aggregate
queries such as range-SUM and range-MAX. In this paper we assume that the coordinates of the points take
real numbers, and the O(logB n)-I/O bound is optimal when comparison is the only allowed operation on
the coordinates. In our structure, we essentially convert the coordinates into the rank space [1, N ] using a
(comparison-based) B-tree and then solve the problem in the rank space. An intriguing question is whether
we can improve the query bound when the coordinates take integer values from a universe of size U . In
the RAM model, it is indeed possible to achieve a query time of O(log N/ log log N ), although the space
increases to O(N log1+ε N ) for some small constant ε > 0 [7]. Thus one may wonder if we can beat the
O(logB n) bound of the CRB-tree for integer coordinates. The answer to this question will actually depend
on the delicate relationship between B and N (and possibly U ). In particular when B = Ω(N ε ), certainly
the CRB-tree is optimal; when B = logo(1) N , the naive implementation of the O(log N/ log log N )-query
structure in external memory will beat the O(logB n) bound. How about the B values in between? Deciding
the precise range of B’s in which the O(logB n) bound is optimal (with near-linear space) is a very interesting open problem. In fact, the problem has just been resolved in one dimension by Pǎtraşcu and Thorup
recently [16], where it is equivalent to the predecessor problem, one of the most fundamental data structure
problems. They gave a full characterization of the complexity of the (static version of the) problem in terms
of B, N , and U , in particular showing when the B-tree is optimal in one dimension. Determining when the
CRB-tree is optimal in two dimensions will be even more challenging.
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